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Novel Ir1–xCrxO2 thin films have been prepared by reactive co–sputtering deposition. Composition, structure and
electric and magnetic behavior have been analyzed by different techniques including EDX, XRR, XRD, SQUID
magnetometry, electrical resistivity and XANES and XMCD spectroscopies. Despite the difficulty in growing
CrO2 by physical deposition techniques, an Ir1–xCrxO2 solid solution phase could be achieved for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.8,
where the oxidation state of Cr is found to remain as 4+. Both the electrical and the magnetic behavior are
shown to starkly depart from those of the parent IrO2 (paramagnetic metal) and CrO2 (half–metal ferromagnet)
compounds. In particular, they show a semiconducting behavior, dρ/dT< 0 and giant magnetic coercivity at low
temperatures. XMCD reveals a significant contribution of Ir to the magnetic response of the Ir1–xCrxO2 films. In
addition, the nature of the magnetic moment of the Ir4+ ion (〈ml〉/〈ms〉 = 0.09) is completely different from
the large orbital moment that is a hallmark of insulating Ir4+ oxides. This suggests a Cr–induced magnetic mo-
ment, which is a remarkably surprising result for an oxide.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

CrO2 is a half–metallic ferromagnetic material with a high ordering
temperature (TC in the 385–400 K range), very small coercive field
(< 100 Oe) and a magnetic moment of 2 μB/Cr [1–4]. By virtue of
these properties, it is extensively explored for the development of
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new spintronic devices, [5–10]. However, CrO2 is a metastable rutile
phase with a tendency to decompose into the insulating antiferromag-
netic and more stable Cr2O3 phase under atmospheric conditions
[4,11]. In addition, conventional film growing techniques such as
sputtering or pulsed laser deposition have not succeeded in synthesiz-
ing this compound. So far, only chemical methods such as thermal de-
composition and chemical vapor deposition have been successful in
depositing CrO2 thinfilms [12,13]. In this context and given the practical
importance of sputtering techniques to grow films in favorable
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industrial production conditions, developing alternative routes to make
CrO2 or CrO2–related films is an objective of undoubtable interest.

Within this context in this work the growth of novel Ir1–xCrxO2

phases has been explored. Chemical doping as an alternative route to
stabilize Cr4+ in the rutile form has been barely and only recently ex-
plored [14,15]. Regarding Ir-doping, neither the synthesis of bulk nor
the growth of thin films of Ir1–xCrxO2 has been reported to date. How-
ever, the formation of stable Ir1–xCrxO2 compounds can be expected
since both IrO2 and CrO2 crystallize in the same space groupwith similar
lattice parameters and Cr and Ir conform to the Hume–Rothery rules for
the formation of a substitutional solid solution phase.Moreover, Ir is the
optimal candidate to stabilize Cr in the rutile structure as IrO2 is the only
stable solid IrOx compound.

Additionally, the relevance of using Ir is two-fold. First, the introduc-
tion of high spin–orbit coupling (SOC) Ir ions allows taking benefit of
the spin Hall effect (SHE) or anomalous Hall effect (AHE) so these sys-
tems become potential candidate materials for spin–current manipula-
tion as source/detector of spin currents [16]. The combination of the
half-metal properties of CrO2 and the high SOC of IrO2 in a single mate-
rial could even provide access to the design of innovative properties.
Secondly, the use of Ir ions may lead to the control of the magnetic an-
isotropy (MA) [17–21]. In fact, huge coercivity (up to 550 kOe) has been
reported on iridium oxides such as BaIrO3 and Sr3NiIrO6 [22,23]. Com-
pared to the localized 4f states where magnetism resides in rare earths
elements, the large spatial extension of the 5d orbitals in iridium may
prove to be more efficient in inducing hardness on the neighboring
3d–transition metal. Adjusting the amount of Ir doping is proposed as
a route to the fabrication of thin films with tunable controlledmagnetic
coercivity. From an applied point of view, magneticmaterials with large
coercivity have broad applications ranging from permanent magnets
and data storage media to high–frequency electromagnetic wave filters
[24,25].

Moreover, combining IrO2 and CrO2 is an interesting approach, not
only for growing and tuning the magnetic properties of CrO2, but also
for manipulating themagnetism of IrO2, one of themost promisingma-
terials for spin–current detection [26]. Indeed,while IrO2 is found to be a
metallic paramagnet, several theoretical studies have predicted that
such ground state can be tuned through structural modifications
[27–29].

Finally, the Ir1–xCrxO2 systems may be interesting materials also in
the field of electrocatalysis. Electrochemical water splitting is promising
for utilizing intermittent renewable energy and nowadays IrO2-based
systems, such as IrO2-TiO2 and IrO2− RuO2, are widely studied for the
development of more efficient water electrolyzers [30,31]. Taking into
account all the possible oxidation states of both Ir and Cr, Ir1–xCrxO2 ox-
ides may be proposed promising candidates for the design of more effi-
cient electrolyzers.

Considering the potential impact that IrO2–CrO2 systems can have in
spintronics and in the development of new permanent magnets, it is
surprising that no studies have been reported on this system. Aimed
at exploring this new playground a first work is presented here where
sputtered Ir1–xCrxO2 thin films have been successfully fabricated and
structurally, electrically and magnetically characterized.
Table 1
Structural and compositional properties of Ir1–xCrxO2 thin films: layer thickness (t) mea-
sured by XRR and Cr concentration determined by EDX (relative to the total Ir + Cr con-
tent). Lattice parameters obtained from XRD and cell volume.

Sample t (nm) Cr (%) (±2%) a = b (Å) c (Å) Cell Vol. (Å3)

Ir0.86Cr0.14O2 89 14 4.482(5) 3.118(4) 62.6(1)
Ir0.75Cr0.25O2 89 25 4.488(5) 3.106(4) 62.5(1)
Ir0.67Cr0.33O2 90 33 4.482(6) 3.091(5) 62.1(2)
Ir0.54Cr0.46O2 90 46 4.466(6) 3.059(4) 61.0(1)
Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 83 57 4.472(8) 3.056(8) 61.1(2)
Ir0.32Cr0.68O2 71 68 4.42(1) 3.00(1) 58.6(4)
Ir0.23Cr0.77O2 71 77 4.42(3) 2.98(3) 58.2(8)
2. Method

Ir1–xCrxO2 thin films were prepared by reactive magnetron co–
sputtering deposition on Si substrates at room temperature (RT) from
metallic Ir and Cr targets connected to a DC and a pulsed DC source, re-
spectively. The power supplied to the Ir target was set to ~8Wwhile for
the Cr target the sputtering power was varied from 15 to 198 W to ob-
tain dilutionswith different Ir/Cr ratio, ranging from10 to 80 at.% Cr. The
gas flows were set to 13 ml Ar/min and 2 ml O2/min. Finally, the amor-
phous as–grown filmswere subsequently annealed in air at 600 °C dur-
ing 6 h to obtain polycrystalline samples. Pure IrO2, grown by the same
sputtering process, and pure epitaxial CrO2 [3] films, grown by chemical
vapor deposition, were used as references.

The composition of the films was determined by Energy Dispersive
X–Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) measurements performed in an INSPECT
50 FE–SEM working at 10 kV (highest–energy principal line is Ir Lα at
~9 keV). X–ray reflectivity (XRR) and X–ray diffraction (XRD)measure-
ments were performed on a Bruker D8 X–ray diffractometer by using
the Kα radiation line of copper. The resistivity measurements were car-
ried out in a PPMS 9 T and themagneticmeasurements in a SQUIDmag-
netometer MPMS–5 T (both from Quantum Design).

X–ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy (XANES) and
X–raymagnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)measurementswere carried
out at the 4–ID–D beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at the
Argonne National Laboratory. Partial fluorescence yield spectra were
recorded at the Ir L2,3 edges and the Cr K edge at 10 K using a
4–element silicon drift diode detector. XMCD was measured in
helicity–switching mode for two directions of the applied magnetic
field (5 T) along and opposite to the incident photon wave vector to
remove spurious signals. Undulator radiation was monochromatized
with double Si(111) crystals and its polarization converted from linear
to circular with a diamond quarter–wave plate operated in Bragg trans-
mission geometry. The computation of the XANES spectra was carried
out using the multiple–scattering code CONTINUUM [32] now included
in the MXAN package [33]. A complete discussion of the procedure can
be found elsewhere [34].
3. Results and discussions

As summarized in Table 1, thin films with ~80 nm thickness and
evenly–spaced Cr content in the ~10–80 at.% Cr range have been
grown. Fig. 1(a) shows that all the Ir1–xCrxO2 films exhibit a polycrystal-
line non–textured microstructure and crystallize in the rutile–type
structure (P42/mnm space group). As the Cr content increases, the
Bragg peaks position progressively shifts from those of IrO2 to those of
CrO2. Diffraction peaks corresponding to pure IrO2 or CrO2 phases are
not discerned in any sample, i.e., phase separation is not observed.
Moreover, the peak width indicates a roughly constant grain size of
around 9 nm (as derived from Scherrer equation) regardless of the Cr
content. On the other hand, for x ≥ 0.6 the diffraction peaks become
less intense. The fact that the peak width is roughly constant and its in-
tensity decreaseswith the Cr content, suggests the coexistence of differ-
entiated crystalline and amorphous regions, with greater relative
weight of the latter as the Cr content is increased. Indeed, in the sample
with the highest Cr content, x = 0.77, the XRD pattern indicates a
mostly amorphous phase. The reason for the increase of amorphous re-
gions aswe approach CrO2 is rooted in the fact that IrO2films can be eas-
ily deposited by magnetron sputtering while CrO2 cannot.

The calculated lattice parameters from Rietveld analyses are in-
cluded in Table 1 along with the cell volume. A nearly linear decrease
of the cell volume with the Cr doping is obtained (see Fig. 1(b)). There-
fore, the XRD measurements indicate that, when sputtered in an O2–



Fig. 1. (a) XRD patterns for annealed Ir1–xCrxO2 thin films. A simulated pattern of polycrystalline pure CrO2 (x = 1) is included as a reference. The dashed lines mark the position of the
diffraction peaks measured on IrO2. (b) Dependence of the cell volume with the Cr–concentration obtained from EDX experiments. The dotted line is a guide to the eye.

Fig. 2. Normalized (a) Ir L2, 3–edges and (b) Cr K–edge XANES spectra recorded at 10 K on
the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample accordingly compared to those of pure IrO2 and CrO2 films.
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rich atmosphere, Ir and Cr form a Ir1–xCrxO2 substitutional solid solution
phase.

The unit cell contraction observed with Cr doping is found to be re-
markably large, up to ~10% in the Ir0.28Cr0.77O2 sample respect to pure
IrO2. Such contraction is rooted in the smaller size of the Cr4+ ionic ra-
dius (0.55 Å) relative to Ir4+ (0.625 Å). Nevertheless, a concomitant re-
duction of the IrO6 octahedra may also be expected. In this sense, it is
worth noticing that the rutile structure, with edge–sharing octahedra,
is quite rigid (compared for instance to perovskites) and not as suscep-
tible to distortion via inter–octahedral M–O–M tilting (M= Ir, Cr).

The XANES spectra recorded at the Ir L2, 3 edges and Cr K edge pro-
vide information about the SOC and the oxidation state of Ir and Cr.
Practically identical XANES profiles are obtained for Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 and
IrO2 films (Fig. 2(a)). This indicates a similar ground–state expectation
value of the angular part of the SOC, 〈L·S〉, which is found to be 2.0 (in
units of ћ2) [35,36]. Althoughmore samples of the series should bemea-
sured, it seems reasonable to affirm that all the Ir1–xCrxO2 dilutions
remain in a high SOC regime. A similar conclusion was reached for
Rh–doped Sr2IrO4 [37].

Fig. 2 also shows that the spectrum of the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample is
slightly shifted (~0.3 eV) to higher energies with respect to pure IrO2.
Upon reducing the first neighboring interatomic distance of the absorb-
ing atom a shift in the absorption threshold towards higher energies is
expected. Therefore, the experimentally observed shift suggests smaller
Ir\\O distances as Cr is incorporated in the IrO2 framework. This is in
agreement with the gradual reduction of the size of the lattice induced
by Cr doping, observed in the XRD diffractograms.

As for the XANES spectra recorded at the Cr K edge (Fig. 2(b)), some
notable differences can be observed between the spectra of
Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 and CrO2 films. The amplitude andwidth of the XANES os-
cillations are modified. Besides, regarding the near–edge region, the
Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 film presents a broader shoulder–like feature at
~6003 eV and the raising edge looks somehow less sharp. As a result,
in some parts of the threshold a small shift of ~0.6 eV towards lower en-
ergies is observed.

As in the Ir case, the change in the XANES profile can be explained
in terms of Cr\\O distances, as confirmed by XANES calculations. Fig. 3
(a) shows the calculations corresponding to CrO2 and Ir0.43Cr0.57O2. In
the latter case, for the sake of simplicity, the Ir0.5Cr0.5O2 stoichiometry,



Fig. 3. (a) Normalized Cr K–edge XANES spectra of the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 and pure CrO2 films
compared to the theoretical spectra of CrO2, Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 and CrO2 with the atomic
distances of Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 . In panel (b) the effect of disorder is illustrated by simulating
two different cluster sizes (9 and 39 neighbors) compared with a CrO2 reference.

Fig. 4. (a) ρ(T) curves measured in the annealed Ir1–xCrxO2 films. (b) ρ(T) curve of the
representative Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample fitted to a weak localization model. The table gives
the α/ρ(0) values obtained from the fittings for each sample.
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by substituting half of the Cr atoms in the cluster by Ir atoms in an al-
ternating manner, has been used. Choosing different Ir\\Cr substitu-
tion schemes slightly modifies the amplitude of the main peak, but
the overall profile remains invariable. Moreover, calculations have
been also performed for a CrO2 cluster but imposing the interatomic
distances of Ir0.43Cr0.57O2. In addition, in Fig. 3(b) the profile calculated
for two different clusters sizes of CrO2 is displayed to illustrate the ef-
fect of disorder. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), modifiying the Cr\\O dis-
tances to those of (expanded) Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 has an important effect on
the profile. Indeed, the threshold is slightly shifted and the XANES os-
cillations are modified, so that the profile reproduces the experimental
spectrum of the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample. From these simulations it is also
established that both, the substitution of Cr by Ir and the increase of
structural disorder have a smaller effect on the threshold. Neverthe-
less, their effect is in accordance with the observed experimental
spectrum.

Being Cr2O3 the most stable Cr oxide, one might also propose the
presence of Cr2O3. However, Cr2O3 has a 3+ oxidation state and pre-
sents a shift in the threshold energy around 3 eV towards lower energies
respect to the spectrum of pure CrO2 [38]. In consequence, the presence
of a measurable amount of Cr3+ (Cr2O3–like) can be discarded. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the Cr ions in the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 film are ac-
tually in a rutile crystal structure and present a 4+oxidation state. This,
in turn, confirms the 4+ oxidation state for Ir ions.

Regarding the electrical behavior, both CrO2 and IrO2 (bulk and films
with t ≥ 50 nm) present metallic behavior with resistivity ranging from
~10 μΩ cm at low temperature up to ~103 μΩ cm at room temperature
[2,26,39] . Bearing this in mind, one would naively expect the Ir1–
xCrxO2 films to be metallic regardless of the Cr content. However, the
ρ(T) curves, displayed in Fig. 4(a), show the appearance of clear upturns
(marked with arrows in the figure). Such upturns are observed at in-
creasing temperatures as the Cr content is increased, up to x = 0.77,
where dρ/dT < 0 in the whole range of temperatures, i.e. the
Ir0.23Cr0.77O2 sample presents a semiconductor–like behavior.

From this behavior the presence of localization mechanism
(s) hindering themovement of the electrons can be concluded. Analysis
based on typical resistivity models, such as thermal activation or Mott–
hopping, are not able to reproduce the electrical response observed in
Fig. 4(a) (not shown). This fact suggests that neither correlations
(Mott insulator) nor magnetism (Slater insulator) are responsible for
the localization. On the other hand, the observed response is similar to
that reported by J. H. Gruenewald et al. [40] in compressed SrIrO3 thin
films. In that work the metal–insulator transition (MIT) was attributed
to weak localization, a disorder–driven effect due to quantum interfer-
ence of the conducting charge carriers at defect sites [41]. Following
that work, Fig. 4(b) illustrates that, in these films, the resistivity in the
low temperature region is well fitted to the weak localization model
ρ= ρ(0)− αT3/4 + βT3/2 [42], where ρ(0), α, and β stand for the rem-
nant resistance, three–dimensionalweak localization, and inelastic scat-
teringdue to electron–boson interactions, respectively. Excellentfits are
obtained in all the samples, giving increasing values of α/ρ(0) as the Cr



Fig. 5. ZFC (open symbols) and FC (solid symbols) M(T) curves recorded on representative Ir1–xCrxO2 samples with an applied field of H = 1 kOe (0.1 kOe for CrO2).

Fig. 6.Maximummagnetizationmeasured in the FC and ZFC curves and evolution of with
the Cr content. Dotted lines are guides to the eye.
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content is increased as indicated in Fig. 4(b). This points out to an im-
portant role of disorder as the underlying mechanism inducing the
MIT in Ir1–xCrxO2 samples. Additionally, given the large compression
of the lattice and the increasing amorphous fraction with Cr doping ob-
served by XRD, structural distortions reducing the bandwidth may also
be playing a role in this behavior.

The magnetic behavior of the Ir1–xCrxO2 samples largely differs from
that of IrO2 and CrO2. M(T) curves show a very strong temperature de-
pendence, which also depends on the Cr content (Fig. 5). In all the
doped samples the field cooled (FC) magnetization increases with de-
creasing temperature, while the zero–field cooled (ZFC) magnetization
first increases, until TP, and then decreases monotonically as the tem-
perature decreases. Moreover, a pronounced bifurcation between the
FC and ZFC curves occurs at the irreversibility temperature, Tirr. The
maximum values reached by the FC and ZFC magnetization curves as a
function of the Cr content as well as the dependence of TP are displayed
in Fig. 6. In all the cases there is a progressive increase up to x = 0.68
followed by a decrease for x = 0.77.



Fig. 7.M(H) curves recorded on representative annealed Ir1–xCrxO2 samples at 5, 40, 100 and 300 K. Thesemeasurementswere donewith the field applied in plane. Measurements carried
out with the field applied along other directions including out of plane gave similar results.
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Accordingly, the behavior of M(H) depends on the temperature
(Fig. 7). At RT, a paramagnetic–like behavior is observed in all doped
samples, with small magnetization values irrespective of the Cr content.
At TP < T < Tirr, a ferromagnetic–like component appears in the M
(H) curves. The maximum values of magnetization are found to be rel-
atively high and increase with Cr content up to ~0.4 μB/f. u. in the
Ir0.32Cr0.68O2 sample. It is somehow unexpected that Mmax decreases
for x = 0.77. This could be due to the lower crystallinity of this sample
observed in the XRD data. Finally, for T < TP a drastic increase of the co-
ercivefield (HC) is observed. Huge coercive fields, greater than 40 kOe in
the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 film, are observed at T = 5 K. It is to be noted that for
0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 the large hysteresis loops are actually minor loops and
remain far from saturating up to 50 kOe. This indicates that the actual
HC for these samples is even larger, as well as the magnetic moment.
The magnetic response of the ternary Ir1–xCrxO2 samples is clearly dif-
ferent from that of pure CrO2 (Fig. 7(f)), which presents a largermagne-
tization (~2 μB/f. u.) and an almost negligible coercivity (HC < 100 Oe).
On the other hand, the results above suggest a scenario where magnet-
ically ordered clusters are formed in the TP < T < Tirr region and an an-
isotropy source appears at T < TP.

XMCD allows disentangling the magnetic contributions from Ir and
Cr atoms. Thus, XMCD spectra were recorded at the Ir L2,3 edges and
at the Cr K edge on the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 representative sample. A clear Ir
XMCD signal is revealed (Fig. 8(a)). Regarding its temperature and



Fig. 8. (a) Normalized XANES and XMCD spectra recorded at the Ir L2, 3 edges at T=10 K
and H = 50 kOe on polycrystalline Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample. (b) Ir L3–edge field–dependent
XMCD curve at T = 10 K and E = 11,218 eV. (c) Ir L3–edge temperature–dependent
XMCD curve with H = 1 kOe. The FC–M(T) is also included for comparison.

Fig. 9.Normalized XANES and XMCD spectra recorded at the Cr K edge on polycrystalline
Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample (a) and epitaxial CrO2 film (b).
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field dependence, Fig. 8(b) shows a hysteresis loop with a coercive field
HC= 5 kOe and Fig. 8(c) shows that the XMCD(T) curve nicely matches
the thermal dependence of themagnetization. The signal in Fig. 8(a) has
similar magnitude (~2%) and opposite sign at both absorption edges.
This demonstrates an important magnetic contribution of the Ir ions
to the magnetic response of the Ir1–xCrxO2 films. Sum rule analysis
[43,44] indicates that the netmagneticmoment of Ir is antiferromagnet-
ically coupled to Cr and basically of spin nature:ms ≈−0.11 μB/Ir,ml=
0.01 μB/ Ir. The spin moment value is obtained assuming that the mag-
netic dipole term Tz is 0. While the precise value depends on the value
of Tz, the almost pure spin nature remains invariant. This is q-uite an
unexpected and important result since usually Ir XMCD signals ob-
served in other Ir4+ iridates are very small at the L2 edge, leading to
comparablems andml moments [45–47]. In this case, however, the na-
ture of the magnetic moment is completely different with a drastic
quenching of the Ir orbital magnetic moment with 〈ml〉/〈ms〉 = 0.09.
From this large XMCD the formation of Ir5+, i.e. a non–magnetic J = 0
ion, is ruled out [48]. This XMCD also discards a jeff = 1/2 state for the
Ir atoms in these oxides [49]. Since substantial distortions of the IrO6 oc-
tahedra can lead to a quenched orbitalmoment, one could suggests that
the observed quenched 〈ml〉 occurs due to Ir4+ ions placed in highly
distorted IrO6 octahedra. However, the previously obtained high 〈L·S〉
is difficult to reconcile with a quenched 〈ml〉. Otherwise, a Cr–induced
magnetic moment should also be considered. While such an origin is
frequent in intermetallics and in metallic multilayers through direct or-
bital overlap [50–52], it is quite controversial in oxides, where just a few
cases of neighbor–induced XMCD signals have been only recently re-
ported [53]. If verified, this would be a remarkable result that would
clearly tilt the balance in this discussion and would open a new route
to engineer the magnetic properties of oxides, thus contributing to fu-
ture applications.

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the XMCD spectra recorded at the Cr K edge
on the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 and CrO2 films, respectively. At first sight both sam-
ples show similar XMCD signals. However, the profile of Ir0.43Cr0.57O2

shows an extra feature at 6010 eV that is not observed in CrO2.
While the K–edge is typically used as an indirect probe of the net 3d
magnetic moment (through 4p–3d hybridization), the works on inter-
metallics show that additional contributions due to magnetic neighbor
atoms can also be present in the XMCD signal [50]. Based on this one
can propose that the low–energy negative peak is Cr–dominated
(with 3d character), while the higher energy positive peak can be
tentatively associated to Ir contribution. Consequently, the profile
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difference observed in this case advises us against inferring magnetic
information based on the comparison of the two K–edge signals.
Therefore, the currently available Cr XMCD data are not enough to
obtain information about the net magnetization of the Cr sublattice.
Further work is required in order to clarify the correct interpretation
of this signal. In this sense, it is worth noticing the scientific interest
of confirming the possible contribution of the Ir neighbors to the Cr
XMCD signal as it would be the first experimental evidence of simul-
taneous observation of two sublattice magnetization at the K–edge
XMCD of an oxide.

Therefore, the synthesis and characterization of novel Ir1–xCrxO2

samples have so far revealed an interesting, yet intriguing scenario.
Compared to CrO2, the ternary oxides present huge coercive fields.
While further and extensivework is needed to completely clarify the or-
igin of this coercivity, some preliminary analysis can already be done at
this point. The presence of antiferromagnetic Cr2O3 (or Cr3+ in any
other oxide form) is neither observed in theXRDnor in theXANESmea-
surements. In addition, negligible HC in Cr2O3/CrO2 nanoparticles and
nanorods have been previously reported [54,55]. Hence, an origin asso-
ciated to the presence of Cr2O3 can be reasonably discarded. Similarly,
Cr–doped rutile TiO2 has also proven to show negligible HC [56]. Like-
wise, inter–cluster RKKY or dipolar exchange interactions are too
weak to be (solely) responsible for the huge coercivity, so stronger
short–range interactions should be considered.

Otherwise, onemay propose Ir as a key ingredient. Twodifferent pic-
tures can be envisaged. One can propose the high SOC of Ir to be at the
origin of the huge HC in a similarmanner to that proposed in BaIrO3 and
Sr3NiIrO6 [22,23,57]. According to these works the huge HC would be
linked to the unusual spin–orbit–entangled local state of the Ir4+ ion
and its potential for anisotropic exchange interactions. Alternatively,
one can propose an exchange coupled core–shell–like heterostructure
where the structural disorder at the surface (shell) of the cluster gives
rise to a spin glass behavior that blocks the magnetic response of the
whole cluster in a similar way to that observed in Fe2O3 nanoparticles
[58]. In this picture the antiparallel coupling between Cr and Ir would
be a key factor to explain the spin glass behavior of the shell. Both pic-
tures, however, have also some drawbacks. In particular, the small or-
bital magnetic moment of Ir and the smaller HC found in the Ir L3–
edge XMCD hysteresis loop do not seem to agree well with an Ir–
induced anisotropy.

4. Conclusions

Ir1–xCrxO2 (0.1< x<0.8) rutile phases have been successfully grown
for the first time. In particular, polycrystalline Ir1–xCrxO2 (0.1 < x< 0.8)
thin films of ~80 nm have deposited by reactive magnetron co–
sputtering followed by an annealing treatment at 600 °C. This provides
an alternative method to grow the thermally unstable CrO2 structure.
The structural characterization shows that a rutile single phase is
formed in all the samples, confirming that Ir and Cr forma substitutional
solid solution phase.

The analysis of the XANES spectra of the Ir0.43Cr0.57O2 sample reveals
large 5d SOC and confirms the oxidation state of both, Ir and Cr, to be
4+. XMCD shows that Ir has a sizable magnetic moment, m = 0.10 μB/
Ir. Surprisingly enough for a Ir4+–iridate, the orbital contribution to the
magnetic moment is negligible. These data so far suggest that the mag-
netic moment of Ir is induced by Cr. This is a remarkable result for an
oxide since it can open a new route to engineer the magnetic properties
of oxides, thus contributing to future applications.

The electrical and magnetic properties are found to be rather sur-
prising: in contrast to the metallic ground state of IrO2 and CrO2, the
electrical characterization of the Ir1–xCrxO2 samples reveals a
semiconductor–like response at low temperature. In addition, contrary
to CrO2, the Ir1–xCrxO2 samples present giant coercive fields (greater
than 40 kOe). Moreover, it is found that by changing the Cr content,
both the magnetization and the coercive field can be widely tuned.
These results suggest that the presence of Ir is at the origin of this
giant coercivity.

From the applied point of view, the tunability of the magnetic re-
sponse by dilution provides a route to obtain permanent magnets
with designed magnetic hardness. Besides, the Ir1–xCrxO2 system pre-
sents a huge potential of in spintronics as it combines a half metal
with the high SOC required for spin–current to charge–current
conversion.
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